The short wavelength of graphene plasmons relative to the light wavelength makes them attractive for applications in optoelectronics and sensing. However, this property limits their coupling to external light and our ability to create and detect them. More efficient ways of generating plasmons are therefore desirable. Here we demonstrate through realistic theoretical simulations that graphene plasmons can be efficiently excited via electron tunneling in a sandwich structure formed by two graphene monolayers separated by a few atomic layers of hBN. We predict plasmon generation rates of ∼ 10 12 −10 14 /s over an area of the squared plasmon wavelength for realistic values of the spacing and bias voltage, while the yield (plasmons per tunneled electron) has unity order. Our results support electrical excitation of graphene plasmons in tunneling devices as a viable mechanism for the development of optics-free ultrathin plasmonic devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasmons offer the means to concentrate optical fields down to nanometer-sized regions and enhance the intensity of externally incident light by several orders of magnitude [1, 2] . These properties have been extensively investigated to develop applications in areas as diverse as optical sensing [3] [4] [5] [6] , medical diagnosis and treatment [7] [8] [9] , nonlinear optics [10, 11] , catalysis [12] [13] [14] [15] , and photovoltaics [16, 17] . In this context, plasmons in highquality graphene offer the advantages of being electrically [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , magnetically [24, 25] , and optically [26, 27] tunable, while exhibiting short wavelengths and long lifetimes [28] . Graphene plasmons are highly customizable through lateral patterning, stacking of 2D-crystal atomic layers, and coupling to the dielectric environment [29] , enabling applications such as light modulation [22, 30] , control of thermal emission [31] [32] [33] [34] , spectral photometry [35, 36] , and optical sensing [37] [38] [39] [40] . While these phenomena and applications have been mainly explored at mid-infrared and lower frequencies, prospects for their extension to the visible and near-infrared spectral regions look promising [26] . Actually, there is no fundamental reason that limits the existence of graphene plasmons at such high frequencies, although in practice they require large doping (e.g., an attainable E F ∼ 1 eV Fermi energy [41] ) and small lateral size < 10 nm. Although the latter is challenging using top-down lithography, exciting possibilities are opened by bottom-up approaches to the synthesis of nanographenes with only a few nanometers in lateral size [42, 43] , while recent experiments on selfassembled graphene nanodisks already reveal plasmons close to the near-infrared [44] . In fact, plasmon-like res- * Electronic address: javier.garciadeabajo@nanophotonics.es onances have been measured in small aromatic hydrocarbons [45, 46] , which can be considered as molecular versions of graphene.
The strong confinement of graphene plasmons is clearly indicated by the ratio of plasmon-to-light wavelengths for a self-standing carbon monolayer [26] , λ p /λ = 2α(E F /hω) 1, where α ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure constant and ω is the light frequency. This relation implies that graphene plasmons can be described in the quasistatic limit. Unfortunately, it also means that their in/out-coupling to propagating light is weak. Let us emphasize that far-field coupling in homogeneous graphene is forbidden because plasmons are evanescent surface waves with energy and momentum outside the light cone; however, we refer here to the limited ability of graphene nanostructures to produce in/out plasmon coupling, which is neatly illustrated by their optical extinction and elastic-scattering cross-sections. Indeed, a simple extension of previous analytical theory [26] based on the Drude conductivity indicates that the radiative decay rate of a low-order plasmon in a graphene structure (e.g., a disk) is κ r ∼ cAE F /λ 3 E p , which for a plasmon energy E p comparable with the Fermi energy E F , a graphene area A ∼ λ 2 p ∼ 10 −4 λ 2 , and a characteristic photon wavelength of 2 µm, leads to κ r ∼ 0.1/ns. This is orders of magnitude smaller than the total plasmon decay rate κ. Now, even for an unrealistically optimistic value κ = 1/ps, the on-resonance plasmon-driven extinction (σ ext = (3λ 2 /2π)κ r /κ ∼ 10 −4 λ 2 ) and elastic-scattering (σ scat = (κ r /κ)σ ext ∼ 10 −8 λ 2 ) cross-sections are small, thus rendering plasmon coupling to propagating light as a mere retardation correction. In order to circumvent this limitation, many experimental studies in this field have relied on near-field nanoscopy [47] , which is based on the use of sharp tips to enhance this coupling [19, 20, 27] . However, more compact devices for the generation and detection of graphene plasmons are needed in order to enable the design and development of applications in integrated architectures.
A promising approach consists in exploiting inelastic electron transitions to excite and detect plasmons. Understandably, focused beams in electron microscopes have been the probe of choice to excite and map plasmons with nanometer spatial resolution via the recorded electron energy-loss and cathodoluminescence signals [48] . Electron tunneling has been considered for a long time as a mechanism for the excitation of plasmons [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , while electron injection by tunneling from conducting tips into metallic structures has been also demonstrated to produce efficient plasmon excitation [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . More dedicated designs have incorporated emitting devices in which the generated light directly couples to the plasmon near-field [63, 64] . A recent theoretical study has shown that plasmons can boost tunneling across an insulator separating two graphene layers [65] , with potential use as a plasmongain device [66] , while a similar structure has been experimentally used for the electrical generation of THz radiation [67] . Additionally, evidence of radiative gap-plasmon decay has been experimentally obtained associated with hot electron tunneling under external illumination [68] .
In a related context, efforts to realize electrical detection of plasmons have relied on near-field coupling to structures consisting of organic diodes [69] , superconductors [70] , nanowire semiconductors [71, 72] , Schottky barriers [73] [74] [75] , and 2D semiconductors [76] . Thermoelectric detection has been recently demonstrated in graphene [36] , while a nanoscale detector has been proposed based on changes produced in the conductivity of graphene nanojunctions [35] . These technologies should benefit from advances in the design, nanofabrication, and theoretical modeling of transistors made from 2D material sandwiches [77] [78] [79] .
Here, we theoretically investigate a simple structure in which two closely spaced graphene sheets serve both as gates to produce electron tunneling and as plasmonsupporting elements. We predict a generation efficiency that approaches one plasmon per tunneled electron. Considering attainable doping conditions and bias voltages applied to the graphene layers, we find a generation rate of ∼ 10 12 − 10 14 plasmons per second over an area of a squared plasmon wavelength for a 1 nm inter-graphene spacing filled with hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). This type of structure provides a key element for future opticsfree integrated devices and could also be operated in reversed mode to detect plasmons by decay into tunneled electrons.
II. PLASMON GENERATION THROUGH ELECTRON TUNNELING
The structure under consideration (Fig. 1a) consists of two graphene layers separated by a hBN film and placed at different Fermi energies E F1 and E F2 . Upon application of a bias voltage V b between the two carbon layers, Electron Tunneling in Double-Layer Graphene. (a) We consider a graphene-hBN-graphene sandwich structure consisting of two crystallographicallyaligned monolayer graphene sheets separated by a hBN film of thickness d. Electron tunneling takes place upon application of a bias voltage V b . The graphene layers are described through their wave-vector-and frequency-dependent conductivities σ1(k , ω) and σ2(k , ω). The electric-field intensity associated with the symmetric optical plasmon sustained by this structure is plotted schematically. (b) We show the electronic bands of the graphene layers and their relative energy positions due to the bias. The Fermi energies EF 1 and EF 2 and the work function Φ are indicated. The electron wave functions have a dependence along the film normal direction modeled through two quantum wells (blue profile), while Dirac fermions describe their dependence on parallel directions (red cones and parallel electron wave vector Q). Electron tunneling (wiggly arrow) is limited by parallel momentum conservation.
electrons can tunnel from one to the other, assisted by the excitation of a propagating plasmon (inelastic tunneling). We schematically depict the profile of a symmetric plasmon superimposed on the scheme (i.e., an excitation to which the tunneling electrons couple with high efficiency, see below).
Elastic tunneling (i.e., direct tunneling of electrons from one layer to the other) is forbidden due to the vertical displacement of their respective Dirac cones associ-ated with the bias, which introduces a mismatch of parallel wave vectors for all electron energies (see Fig. 1b ). In contrast, the creation of a plasmon (wiggly arrow) can break this mismatch and enable inelastic tunneling of the electron. Nonetheless, this process involves only a specific energy in the graphene electron bands for each inelastic frequency ω, which is controlled through the applied bias voltage and the Fermi energies of the two carbon layers. The theoretical investigation of plasmon excitation during electron tunneling has been pioneered in the context of junctions between semiconductors using the self-energy [52] . A recent theoretical study [65] discusses in great detail plasmon generation associated with electron tunneling using a second-quantization formalism. We follow instead a more direct approach based upon methods borrowed from the analysis of electron energy-loss spectroscopy [48] .
The elements involved in the theoretical description of inelastic electron tunneling are (i) the conduction electron wave functions; (ii) the screened Coulomb potential W that mediates the interaction between those electrons; and (iii) the evaluation of the transition probability through a well-established linear-response formalism [48] . We present a a self-contained derivation in the Appendix, under the assumption of crystallographically aligned graphene sheets (i.e., their Dirac cones are on top of each other in 2D momentum space). In particular, electrons are assumed to have their wave functions factorized as the product of components parallel (Dirac fermions [80] ) and perpendicular to the surface. The latter accounts for the transversal confinement to the graphene layers, which we describe through a simple potential-well model (blue profile in Fig. 1b) , with parameters fitted to match the work function and electron spill out of p z orbitals in the material (see Appendix). Actually, spill out is a crucial element because it determines the overlap of electronic wave functions between the two graphene layers. For simplicity, we neglect the repulsive electron potential in the hBN region, which should produce a correction to this overlap. The inelastic tunneling current density is then expressed as an integral over parallel electron wave vectors (see Eq. (A2)), which involves the Fermi-Dirac occupation distributions of the graphene bands in the two layers (we assume a temperature of 300 K). The screened Coulomb interaction enters this integral and incorporates the optical responses of the graphene layers (i.e., the corresponding conductivities) and the hBN film (see Appendix). We use the random-phase approximation [81] [82] [83] (RPA) to describe the frequency-and wave-vector-dependence of the graphene conductivities, thus incorporating nonlocal effects that are important because both interlayer dielectric coupling and electron tunneling involve large values of the transferred parallel momentum for the short separations under consideration. The conductivities depend on the Fermi energies of the graphene layers, as well as on the electron lifetime, which we set to a conservative value τ = 66 fs. We remark that our results for the integral of the tunneling current over the plasmon widths (∼ τ −1 ) is rather independent of the choice of τ (i.e., this property is inherited from the negligible dependence of the frequency integral of the screened interaction Im{W } over the plasmon width).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Plasmons in the Double-Layer Graphene Structure
The optical response of the sandwich structure in Fig. 1a is dominated by graphene plasmons and optical phonons of hBN. The frequency-and wave-vectordependence of these excitations is illustrated in the dispersion diagram of Fig. 2a , which shows the imaginary part of the Fresnel coefficient for p polarization and incidence from layer 1 (see Eq. (D1)) with a representative choice of interlayer distance d = 1 nm and graphene Fermi energies E F1 = 1 eV and E F2 = 0.5 eV. Given the small thickness of the structure, the s polarization coefficient (not shown) takes negligible values, further confirming the quasistatic behavior of the system. We consider asymmetric doping of the graphene layers, which consequently display two different plasmon bands. Similar to the hybridization observed for the surface plasmons on either side of a thin metal film [84] , these bands interact and repel each other, thus pushing the upper (optical) plasmon toward higher energies and the lower (acoustic) one further down. Interestingly, nonlocality has a strong influence on the the optical response of this system: the shift produced by hybridization is limited by repulsion from the region of intraband electron-hole-pair transitions (area below the diagonal of the main plot in Fig. 2a ). As a result of this, the acoustic plasmon stays slightly above this region and exhibits nearly linear dispersion.
The gap regions free from both intra-and interband transitions (triangles defined by the downward straight lines and the main diagonal in Fig. 2a ) are different for the two graphene layers because E F1 = E F2 . In the smaller gap region (1 eV maximum energy), the optical and acoustic plasmons are both well defined, with their lifetimes roughly equal to the assumed intrinsic value of τ (see above). The acoustic plasmon then fades away when its energy increases and it enters the region of interband transitions of the low-doping layer (Landau damping). A similar behavior is observed for the optical plasmons, although the described interband absorption effect is significantly weaker. Examination of the field intensity profiles associated with both plasmons explains this different behavior (Fig. 2a , upper inset): the acoustic plasmon has larger weight on the low-doping layer (2, at z = d), while the optical plasmon receives substantial contributions from both layers; therefore, the effect of interband Landau damping produced by layer 1 (at z = 0) acts more strongly on the acoustic plasmon. Additionally, op- tical plasmons have larger Drude weights than acoustic plasmons (i.e., they are comparatively more weighted on layer 1, which has higher doping electron density), and this contributes to reduce the relative effect produced by coupling to the interband transitions of layer 2.
B. Inelastic Tunneling Probability
The tunneling current density can be decomposed into the contributions of different parallel-wave-vector and frequency transfers J(k , ω) as
We find that J(k , ω) (Eq. (A2)) exhibits features that follow the hybrid modes of the system (cf. Figure 2a and 2b). The relative strengths of the different excitations obviously depend on the applied bias voltage. Additionally, the plot of J(k , ω) is dominated by the condition imposed by energy and momentum conservation (see Eq. (A2) in the Appendix), which renders a zero contribution outside the region
This is more clearly illustrated in Figure 3 , where we show |J(k , ω)| for different bias voltages, plotted now in linear scale. The momentum-integrated spectral decomposition of the tunneling current J(ω) = ∞ 0 dk J(k , ω) (Fig. 2c) is thus peaked at frequencies ω ≈ eV b /h − v F k for values of k determined by the dispersion relations of the hBN phonon and the graphene plasmons.
The above analysis indicates that the peak frequency of the excited plasmons can be controlled through the applied voltage. This is corroborated by Fig. 4a , in which the peak intensities are in excellent agreement with the combination of threshold and mode dispersion relations, as we argue above. Importantly, the bias also affects the magnitude of the tunneling current (Fig. 4a) .
We are interested in producing a substantial tunneling current, but ultimately, we need that a sizable fraction of the tunneled electrons really generate plasmons. With a suitable choice of the bias voltage, the tunneling current is dominated by the production of either acoustic or optical plasmons (see Fig. 4d ). As expected, for small voltages, below the thresholds for generation of both acoustic and optical plasmons, phonons dominate the inelastic current, while for large voltages the plasmon contribution becomes small compared with other channels of inelastic tunneling associated with interband electron transitions. Therefore, there is an optimum voltage range in which the generation yield (plasmons per electron) has unity order; tunneling in that range is actually dominated by the excitation of optical plasmons (see region near eV b ∼ E F1 = 1 eV in Fig. 4d) .
Additionally, we are interested in producing long-lived plasmons. Under the conditions of Fig. 4 , for a realistic bias voltage < 1 V/nm, the lifetimes are boosted when the plasmons enter the gap region of the low-doping graphene layer 2 (Fig. 4c, solid curves) , where they reach values of the order of the assumed intrinsic lifetime τ , which depends on material quality and is ultimately limited by acoustic phonons [28] . Similar qualitative results are obtained when considering other values of the Fermi energies or when the graphene layers are separated by a vacuum gap, as shown in the additional plots presented in the Appendix.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to place the calculated tunneling current densities in context, it is pertinent to consider the current produced over an area of a squared plasmon wavelength. As shown in Fig. 4c (right scale), this quantity reaches values of ∼ 10 12 − 10 14 /s for a realistic graphene spacing of 1 nm, corresponding to roughly three hBN atomic layers. In this respect, the maximum applied voltage before breakdown takes place is an important factor to consider, as well as the threshold voltage for plasmon generation, which depends on the Fermi energies of the two graphene layers. It is important to stress that the generation efficiency reaches one plasmon per tunneled electron, which should enable the generation of single and few plasmons when combined with quantum electron transport setups [85] .
Electrical detection of graphene plasmons can also be accomplished within the sandwich structures under consideration. A plasmon propagating through the structure or laterally confined in a finite-size island can decay by transferring its energy to a tunneling electron under the appropriate bias conditions. Indeed, using high-quality graphene and considering plasmons of frequency and momentum in the gap region of both graphene layers, inelastic electron tunneling should be the dominant channel of plasmon decay, leaving an electron in the low-potential layer and a hole in the high-potential one. In this way, charge separation is naturally accomplished, thus facilitating the electrical detection of the plasmon. There are two favorable factors that support this possibility in graphene: the noted momentum mismatch that prevents direct elastic tunneling (obviously, graphene quality is an important factor to prevent defect-assisted elastic tunneling); and the high spatial concentration of the plasmons, which result in large coupling to inelastic transitions compared with coupling to photons in tunneling-based inelastic light emission measurements [55] . As an alternative approach, electrical detection could be performed by a separate graphene-based structure via thermoelectric measurements [36] or through thermo-optically activated nanoscale junctions [35] .
These concepts are equally applicable to other van der Waals crystals supporting 2D polaritons (e.g., plasmons in black phosphorous [86, 87] , or even optical phonons in hBN). Then, our formalism can be easily adapted to materials other than graphene by correcting the electron energies and matrix elements of Eq. (A2) (e.g., using tight-binding electron wave functions [88] ), as well as the conductivities of Eq (C1).
The sandwich structure under consideration is convenient for the design of integrated plasmonic circuitry. We envision plasmon generation and detection in patches with a lateral size of the order of the plasmon wavelength (∼ 10−100 nm for the plasmon energies under consideration). The proposed source generates plasmons peaked at bias-dependent frequencies, but further frequency selec- tion could be performed upon transmission of the plasmons through engineered waveguides. These elements should grant us access into optics-free devices, in which plasmons can perform different operations, for example by interacting with quantum dots and localized molecular excitations, truly relying on their very nature as collective electron excitations, without the mediation of photons whatsoever. Plasmon-based sensors could then consist of a plasmon generation stage, a transmission ribbon exposed to the analyte, and a plasmon detection stage, with some degree of spectral resolution possibly achieved by playing with the graphene Fermi levels and the applied bias voltages. The versatility and excellent performance predicted for the double-graphene sandwich structure opens exciting prospects for the design of modular integrated devices with multiple functionalities.
Appendix A: Calculation of Inelastic Electron Tunneling Probabilities
We consider electron transitions between initial i and final f states assisted by the creation of inelastic excitations in the system. The initial and final states are taken to be in the graphene layers 1 and 2, repectively. The transition probability Γ can be decomposed into the contribution of different inelastic frequencies ω as Γ = ∞ 0 dω Γ(ω), where the spectrally resolve probability admits the expression [48] Γ(ω) = 2e
Here, ψ i and ψ f are initial and final electron wave functions of energieshε i andhε f , respectively,
is the Fermi-Dirac electron distribution of the graphene layer j (we set T = 300 K), and W (r, r , ω) is the screened interaction, defined as the electric potential produced at r by a unit charge oscillating with frequency ω at the position r . This result is rigorous up to first-order perturbation in the screened interaction W . We assume that the electron wave functions of the system depicted in Fig. 1a can be factorized as the product of decoupled in-plane and out-of-plane components. The latter, which we approximate by a real quantum-well wave function ϕ ⊥ (z) (see below), is shared by all conduction electrons. The remaining in-plane wave functions are Dirac fermions [80] characterized by their 2D wave vectors Q. Additionally, the translational symmetry of the system allows us to write the screened interaction as W (r, r , ω) = (2π)
in terms of parallel wave vector components k . Explicit expresions for W (k , z, z , ω) are offered below. Likewise, the transition rate can be separated as Γ =
We then divide by the sandwich area A to obtain the tunneling current J = Γ/A. As we show in the detailed derivation provided in Sec. F, Eq. (F1) allows us to write the wave-vector-and frequency-resolved tunneling current as
where v F ≈ 10 6 m/s is the graphene Fermi velocity. This expression, which is independent of the direction of k , includes an integral over initial-state parallel wave vectors Q i , as well as a factor of 4 accounting for spin and valley degeneracies. Additionally, the δ function imposes energy conservation and limits the spectral range for which J(k , ω) is nonzero to
We approximate the dependence of the graphene electron wave function ϕ ⊥ (z) on the out-of-plane direction z by one of the states of a quantum well. More precisely, we consider the first excited well state, in order to mimic the antisymmetry of the p z orbitals in graphene conduction band. For simplicity, we assume a square well potential of depth V 0 and width a. These parameters are fitted in such a way that (i) the binding energy of the well state coincides with the graphene work function Φ = 4.7 eV [89] ; and (ii) the centroid of the electrondensity spill-out is the same in the well state and in the p z orbital (i.e., dz |z| |ϕ
. Using the atomic carbon 2p orbital for ϕ pz [90] , we find V 0 = 45 eV and a = 0.12 nm. This value of a is close to (but smaller than) the interlayer spacing in graphite (0.335 nm), which is reasonable due to the spill out of ϕ ⊥ outside the well. A detailed derivation of these results is given in Sec. E. Incidentally, the graphene-electron spillout toward the gap must depend on the details of the electron band structure, which should also vary with the filling material. In particular, hBN presents a band gap of ∼ 6 eV [91] , so the jump between its conduction-band bottom and the chemical potential is similar to the work function of graphene, and therefore, for simplicity we ignore band-structure effects in hBN and calculate the tunneling electron states by assuming a gap potential at the level of the surrounding vacuum.
Appendix C: Screened Interaction
We consider a sandwich formed by two graphene layers of conductivities σ 1 and σ 2 , separated by an anisotropic film of dielectric permittivity z and x for directions parallel (z) and perpendicular (x, y) to the film normal, respectively, and surrounded by vacuum above and below the structure. In the electrostatic limit here assumed, the surface-normal wave vector inside the dielectric can be written as iq with q = k x / z , where we take the sign of the square root such that Re{q} > 0. It is also convenient to define the effective permittivity = √ x z , taken to have positive imaginary part. The screened interaction admits the closed-form expression (see Appendix)
where
is the interaction between charges placed inside the homogeneous vacuum or dielectric parts of the structure, while
is the contribution produced by reflections at the graphene layers. We have used in this expression transmission and reflection coefficients of the individual dielectric/graphene/vacuum interface for the electric potential defined by B j = 2/(1 + + β j ), B j = B j , A j = B j − 1, and A j = B j − 1, where β j = 4πik σ j /ω. Reassuringly, Eq. (C1) explicitly satisfies the reciprocity condition W (k , z, z , ω) = W (k , z , z, ω). In our calculations, we consider two graphene layers separated by either vacuum ( x = z = 1) or hBN. For hBN, we approximate optical phonons as Lorentzians and write [92] (
, with parameters ∞,z = 4.10, s z1 = 70.8 meV, ω z1 = 97.1 meV, γ z1 = 0.99 meV, s z2 = 126 meV, ω z2 = 187 meV, and γ z2 = 9.92 meV for the out-of-plane component ( = z); and ∞,x = 4.95, s x1 = 232 meV, ω x1 = 170 meV, and γ x1 = 3.6 meV, s x2 = 43.5 meV, ω x2 = 95.1 meV, and γ x2 = 3.4 meV for the in-plane component ( = x). The graphene conductivities σ j (k , ω) are calculated in the RPA [81] [82] [83] , including nonlocal effects through their k dependence. We assume a graphene plasmon lifetime τ = 66 fs (i.e.,hτ −1 = 10 meV) in all cases.
Appendix D: Fresnel's Reflection Coefficient
Within the quasistatic approximation, the Fresnel reflection coefficient of the graphene-hBN-graphene sandwich vanishes for s polarization, whereas it can be readily extracted from Eq. (C1) for p polarization. Indeed, considering a distant point source in the z < 0 region, the external and reflected scalar potentials below the sandwich are ∝ (2π/k )e −k z and ∝ −r p (2π/k )e k z , which allow us to identify
by comparison to Eq. (C1) for light incident on layer 1.
Appendix E: Effective quantum-well description of the out-of-plane graphene electron wave function
We describe the out-of-plane electron wave function of conduction electrons in graphene as a quantum well state. For simplicity, we assume a square well potential of depth V 0 and width a. We focus on the first excited state, which is antisymmetric along the normal direction z, just like the p z orbital in graphene, as shown in the following scheme:
We are therefore interested in the red wave function, which we denote ϕ ⊥ (z). In this model, the parameters V 0 and a are used to fit (i) the state binding energy to the graphene work function [89] Φ = 4.7 eV; and (ii) the centroid of the electron density outside the z = 0 plane to the value obtained for the carbon 2p orbital.
We find the quantum well state ϕ ⊥ (z) by solving the
is the potential shown in the scheme above. The wave function of the first excited state can be written A sin(k in z) inside the well, with k in = 2m(E + V 0 )/h, while it decays evanescently in the outer region as sign(z)Be −kout|z| , with k out = √ −2mE/h. The electron energy E < 0 is referred to the potential outside the well. The continuity of the wave function and its derivate at the well boundaries z = ±a/2 lead to the condition −k in /k out = tan(k in a/2), which determines the discrete energies E of asymmetric states. Combining these conditions with normalization ( dz|ϕ ⊥ (z)| 2 = 1), we find |A| 2 = (a/2 + 1/k out ) −1 and |B| 2 = |A| 2 e kouta sin 2 (k in a/2). The centroid of the wave function away from the z = 0 plane is calculated as dz |z| |ϕ ⊥ (z)| 2 and compared with the centroid of the p z orbital of graphene d 3 r |z| |ϕ pz (r)| 2 . We approximate the latter by using a tabulated 2p atomic carbon wave function [90] , ϕ 2p (r) = z j β j e −αj r , where the parameters α j and β j are expressed in the following 
Probability density well 2p orbital
The agreement between the two probability densities is excellent using fitted values V 0 = 45 eV and a = 0.12 nm.
Appendix F: Derivation of Eq. (A2)
In this section, we start from Eq. (F1) for the inelastic electron transition probability,
(see definitions of different elements in the Appendix), and specify it for the sandwich structure depicted in the following scheme, consisting of two graphene layers separated by a film of thickness d and permittivity :
We factorize the electron wave functions as the product of in-plane ϕ and out-of-plane ϕ ⊥ components. The latter is described in Sec. E and is common to all conduction electrons, so we can write ψ i (r) = ϕ i (R)ϕ ⊥ (z) for initial states in layer 1, centered at z = 0, and ψ f (r) = ϕ f (R)ϕ ⊥ (z − d) for final states in layer 2, centered at z = d. Here, we use the notation r = (R, z), with R = (x, y).
The in-plane wave functions are Dirac fermions characterized by their parallel wave vector Q = (Q x , Q y ), spin, and valley (K or K' points). The transition probability must be independent of spin and valley, so we perform the calculation for only one combination of these degrees of freedom and multiply the result by a factor of 4. We further consider negative doping and a bias such that the initial and final wave functions lie within the upper (conduction) band of their respective layers. The Dirac fermions admit the expression [80] 
where A is the normalization area, φ Q = tan −1 (Q y /Q x ) is the azimuthal angle of Q, and the upper and lower components refer to the value of the wave function in each of the two graphene carbon sublattices. The corresponding electron energy relative to the Dirac point is hε Q =hv F Q.
We have adapted Eq. (F1) from a previous derivation [48] in order to incorporate the sum over both carbon sublattices, which is accounted for through the indicated spinor products. Before inserting Eq. (F2) into Eq. (F1), we recast the sum over i as i → (A/4π 2 ) dQ i , and similarly for the sum over f . Additionally, as a consequence of translational invariance, the integrand inside d 3 r should be independent of R, so we can replace d 2 R → A. Now, we express the screened interaction as W (r, r , ω) = (2π)
, which allows us to carry out the integral over R analytically to yield a δ function for conservation of parallel momentum, δ(Q f − Q i + k ), and this in turn can be used to perform the integral over Q f . Putting these elements together, Eq. (F1) becomes
Notice that the Fermi-Dirac distributions are referred to the Dirac point of their respective graphene layers. However, the electron energy in layer 2 is shifted by the bias energy −eV b relative to layer 1 (last term inside the δ function). We also note that the spinor product yields 1 + exp
, where we have expressed the angle between Q i and Q f = Q i − k in terms of the inner product of these two vectors. Finally, inserting this expression into Eq. (F3), and noticing that the result is independent of the direction of k once the Q i integral has been carried out, we can make the substitution dφ k → 2π for the azimuthal integral and divide the result by the graphene area A to readily obtain Eq. (2) of the main text. Equation 2 is the expression that we use in our numerical simulations of the tunneling current, in which the azimuthal φ Qi integral is carried out analytically by using the relation δ[F (φ Qi )] = j δ(φ Qi − q j )/|F (q j )| for the δ function (notice that the poles of F (φ Qi ) are of first order). The screened interaction W (r, r , ω) is defined as the scalar potential produced at r by a charge placed at r and oscillating with frequency ω. Translational invariance allows us to write
so it is natural to work in k space (i.e., we assume an overall e ik ·(R−R ) dependence). A point charge placed at z produces a direct scalar potential (2π/k )e −k |z−z | in vacuum (i.e., this is the direct Coulomb interaction term in Eq. (3)). Additionally, inside the bulk of an anisotropic dielectric (permittivity z along z, and x along x and y), the Poisson equation ∇ · ∇φ = 0 has solutions φ = e ±iqz , where q = k x / z and we take the square root to yield Im{q} > 0; this allows us to write the point-charge potential as [2π/( z q)]e −q|z−z | inside that medium. Now, the induced potential has the form Ae k z below the sandwich (z < 0),
Here, the coefficients A, B, C, and D are used to satisfy the boundary conditions, namely: (1) the continuity of the potential at each graphene layer j = 1, 2; and (2) the jump of normal displacement is equal to 4π times the induced charge. From the continuity equation, the induced charge can be expressed as the divergence of the current, and this in turn as the product of the conductivity σ j times the in-plane electric field. The jump of normal displacement at layer j is then given by −4πik 2 σ j /ω times the potential. Solving the resulting system of four equations for each position of the external charge z , we obtain, after some tedious but straightforward algebra, the expression for the screened interaction W (k , z, z , ω) presented in Eq. (3) of the main text. Alternatively, a more direct Fabry-Perot-like derivation can be made in terms of the transmission and reflection coefficients of the dielectric/graphene/vacuum interface defined in the main text. 
